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a b s t r a c t
Most real world search and optimization problems naturally involve multiple responses.
In this paper we investigate a multiple response problem within desirability function
framework and try to determine values of input variables that achieve a target value for
each response through three meta-heuristic algorithms such as genetic algorithm (GA),
simulated annealing (SA) and tabu search (TS). Each algorithm has some parameters
that need to be accurately calibrated to ensure the best performance. For this purpose,
a robust calibration is applied to the parameters by means of Taguchi method. The
computational results of these three algorithms are compared against each others. The
superior performance of SA over TS and TS over GA is inferred from the obtained results in
various situations.
© 2009 Published by Elsevier B.V.
1. Introduction
The majority of real world optimization problems include determining values of input variables to obtain the desired
levels of output variables. When an optimization problem involves more than one response function, the task of finding one
or more optima is known as multi-response optimization. Among global approximation techniques, the response surface
methodology (RSM) has recently gained themost attention since it consists of a simpleway of connecting codes fromvarious
disciplines. RSM is a combination of experimental design and statistical techniques to build empirical models and then
optimizing them, but we do not apply RSM in complex cases such as non-polynomial and higher-order or multi-modal
functions for optimization. So we use meta-heuristic algorithms in these cases [1].
The most well-known general meta-heuristic methods are TS, SA, and GA. The popularity of these meta-heuristics has
soared in recent years and several published studies can be found in the literature where they outperform the tailored
counterparts. However, only a few studies provided comparisons between these three meta-heuristics in depth. In this
paper, we compare the relative performance of TS, SA and GA to solve multi-response optimization problems. When the
performance of these algorithms is analyzed, it is clear that the better performance of these meta-heuristics depends
crucially on the proper choices of the effective parameters of each algorithm. Thus at first, analysis of variance (ANOVA)
is applied to determine effective parameters and then a robust parameter design which is named Taguchi method is used
to specify the proper level of each effective parameter.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows: In Section 2, we review the literature. Then, in Section 3, we explain amulti-
response statistical problem through the desirability functionmethod. In Section 4, the details of our implementation of GA,
SA and TS are presented. The details of the empirical comparisons are described in Section 5. Section 6 presents Taguchi
method which analyzes the results achieved by proposed algorithms. Finally, Section 7 consists of conclusions and future
works.
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2. Literature review
The usual way for solving a multi-response problem is to aggregate all responses into a single-response function. In this
paper we use desirability function for this purpose. One method for solving the multi-response optimization problems is
done through search algorithms. Several attempts have been made in the literature which is based on GA and desirability
function. Derringer and Suich [2] translated each response function into a desirability function andmaximized the geometric
mean of the desirability of each response by using single objective optimization technique. Kim and Rhee [3] developed
a method based on the desirability function and GA, which is applied in optimizing a welding process. Pasandideh and
Niaki [1] defined the statistical multi-response optimization problem using desirability function method and applied the
genetic algorithm which has four different selection strategies in order to select the chromosomes for the next generation.
Cheng et al. [4] suggested a neuro-fuzzy and GA method for solving the multi-response optimization problems. Schaffer [5]
presented a new method, which was called vector evaluated genetic algorithm (VEGA) that differed from GA in the way of
choosing the chromosomes. Alleson [6] used a population-basedmethod of VEGAwhich used gender to distinguish between
the two objectives of the problem. In this method mating is just for male and female and gender is assigned randomly to
each birth.
Furthermore there are some researches which have used other techniques to consider multi-responses and then
optimizing them via three mentioned meta-heuristic algorithms. Fourman [7] proposed a method based on GA for
lexicographic ordering problem. In thismethod the decisionmaker ranks the objectives in order of their importance.We can
find the best solution by optimizing objective function, startingwith themost important objective and proceeding according
to the assigned order of importance.
Moreover, in the literature, some efforts have beenmade to tackle these kinds of problems by themeans of SAmethod. SA
is ameta-heuristic searchmethodwhich Kirkpatrick et al. [8] proposed for the first time for complex optimization problems
in a discrete solution space. Avello et al. [9] used SAmethod for solvingmulti-objective optimization problems. They applied
different strategies to each stage of the solution to select amain function as an objective function. So, at each stage a function
is selected as an objective function and others are considered as constraints. Rosen and Harmonosky [10] developed an
optimized simulation approach which uses the information of response levels in the SA method. Because of using SA, this
method is more efficient than applying direct search for different responses. Tsoulos et al. [11] presented a modification
of the standard simulated annealing algorithm for finding the global minimum of a continuous multi-dimensional, multi-
modal function. Das and Chakrabarti [12] introduced the quantum annealing method which employs quantum fluctuations
in frustrated systems or networks especially in multi-variable optimization problems to anneal the system down to its
ground state.
In addition, some attempts have been made to optimize multi-response problems per tabu search. Jones et al. [13] used
the method that Suppapitnarm et al. used for SA in [14], which combines functions in order to have one function and
then they used TS for optimizing it. Suppapitnarm et al. [14] proposed a method that first changes the objective functions
into a function through making the weighted combination of objectives and then applied SA and TS methods in order to
optimize it. Jaeggi et al. [15] proposed the initial variables of tabu search in multi-objective optimization problems and
presented the performance comparison for a set of unconstrained functions. Jaeggi et al. [16] also used this method for
constraint problems. Jaeggi et al. [17] presented two TS algorithms for the continuous multi-objective problems. In one of
them they used random sampling and in the other one, they used their proposed selection method for discrete problems.
Hansen [18] used a new algorithm for combinatorial functions which includes parallel processings in TS and uses different
sets of weights at each stage of algorithm. Baykasoglu et al. [19] proposed a TS algorithm that combines downhill local
search to make intensification memory to save non-dominate points that were not selected in the search. Chih-Ming
Hsu [20] proposed the integrated optimization approach based on neural networks, exponential desirability function and
TS to design the parameters of the complex multi-response problems. Also some works have been made to compare these
meta-heuristic algorithms with each other. Jaeggi et al. [16,17] performed a comparison between TS and GA algorithms.
In the context of optimization multiple responses by three noted algorithms, there are not any works in the literature to
perform robust parameter design on these algorithmswith the help of Taguchimethod and obtain the better performance for
them.
3. Problem definition
A multi-response optimization problem consists of two or more response functions. In special case with two responses,
it is called dual response problem. Simultaneous consideration of multiple responses first involves building an appropriate
response surface model for each response and then trying to find a set of operating conditions that in some sense optimizes
all responses or at least keeps them in desired ranges. Each response is in the form of y = f (x1, x2, . . . , xk) + ε, where
f (x1, x2, . . . , xk) represents the relation between independent input variables and ε is a random error term and might have
different distributions. So, in order to find the value of y and remove random error effects, we must repeat the experiments
with certain replications. We call it simulation process and try to find the proper number of replications which improves
the performance of three aforementioned meta-heuristic algorithms via Taguchi method. The form of the f function is
usually unknown and determined depending on process type from different statistical methods. As previously mentioned
the aim of the multi-response optimization problems is to determine the values of input variables to satisfy the objectives
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of the output variables. These objectives could be considered as maximization, minimization or reaching to a target
value.
In order to decidewhether all solutions satisfy process requirements or not, we need an integrated decision criterion. This
integrated criterion is sometimes propounded as desirability function and must be maximized [2]. The other case is to use
the MSE criterion. In this method, the weighted combination of MSE is minimized [21]. Sometimes Lexicography technique
is used. In this way, objectives are weighted and more important objective considered as the main objective function and
the others are constraints [7]. The use of desirability function is one of the useful approaches to optimization of multiple
responses. This paper has surveyed multi-response optimization problems that contain numerical values. So we use two-
sided desirability function to translate each response into the desirability function. The desirability function form of each
response is shown in Eq. (1).
di(yi) =

0, yi < li,(
yi − li
ti − li
)s
, li ≤ yi ≤ ti,(
yi − ui
ti − ui
)t
, ti ≤ yi ≤ ui,
0, yi > ui
(1)
where li, ui, ti are lower bound, upper bound and target value of the ith response, respectively.
Then we choose the geometric mean (D) of desirabilities as a decision criterion. Eq. (2) shows this criterion:
D = (d1(y1)× d2(y2)× · · · × dk(yk)) 1k . (2)
Hence, we want to find the solution of the presented mathematical model in Eq. (3)
max D = k√(d1(y1)× d2(y2)× · · · × dk(yk))
s.t. L(xh) ≤ xh ≤ U(xh),
h = 1, 2, . . . , p.
(3)
where L(xh), U(xh) are the lower and upper bounds of the independent variables.
Due to stochastic nature of the model, in order to obtain optimum or near optimum solution, the meta-heuristic
algorithms such as GA, SA and TS are used. Being the resultant solution near to the theoretical values is a good measure
for studying the performance of each algorithm. So the performance measure shown in Eq. (4) is used for comparison.
e2(m) =
p∑
j=1
(xj(m)− xj(a))2 (4)
where, xj(m) is the resulted value from running each algorithm and xj(a) is the theoretical values of input variables. The
algorithm that yields a lower value of e2(m) has better performance.
4. The search algorithms
4.1. Genetic algorithm
In a genetic algorithm there are some chromosomes which play the role of a set of values for independent variables as a
solution for the problem. First we define the following notations which are used in the genetic algorithm:
xij the input variable i in the jth chromosome
yijr the ith response variable of the jth chromosome in the rth replication.
dijr the ith desirability function of the jth chromosome in the rth replication.
Djr the total desirability of the jth chromosome in the rth replication.
D¯j the mean of the total desirability in the jth chromosome.
Sj the Standard deviation of the total desirability in the jth chromosome.
The first step in the GA optimization process is generating an initial population that includes N chromosomes. N is a
parameter of algorithm that represents the population size and the best value of it, is gained through Taguchi method.
Each chromosome contains n variables which have certain range and optimum or near optimum value of them is obtained
under a pre-determined objective function. New generation is created via crossover and mutation operators which are two
other main parameters of genetic algorithm. We want to find the proper rate for these two parameters. Since crossover and
mutation operators are dependent to each other, we just find crossover rate by Taguchi method. Furthermore, three types
of mutation and three types of crossover are considered as the different levels of these parameters. The general scheme of
this algorithm is presented below:
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Initialize N, Pc , max gen, crossover type, mutation type, selection strategy, number of replications;
Initialize_population();
current_generation= initial_population;
While|fh − fl| ≤ ε OR σ (iter) ≤ σ (last)2 OR gen > max gen do
Set i = 0;
do
Roulette _wheel ();% select two parents randomly
Offsprings= Crossover (parent1, parent 2);
new_generation= Offsprings;
Set i = i+ 2;
until(i == pc × N)
do
Offspring =Mutation (randomly selected individual);
new_generation= Offspring;
Set i = i+ 1;
until(i == N).
Select N chromosome among current_generation and new_generation for next generation using a selection strategy and
set is as the current_generation;
end (while)
display best solution;
Types of crossover:
i. Arithmetic crossover
We use convex concept for this kind of crossover. For example if A and B can be two selected chromosomes from roulette
wheel selection, the produced chromosomes from crossover operation, will be obtained through Eqs. (5) and (6):
C = λA+ (1− λ)B, (5)
D = (1− λ)A+ λB, (6)
where λ is a value between 0 and 1.
ii. Heuristic crossover
Heuristic crossover (HX) is introduced in Wright [22]. Later, Michalewicz et al. [23] used HX to solve some linearly
constrained problems and incorporate HX in GENOCOP system. Subsequently, Michalewicz [24] applied HX to solve
nonlinear constrained optimization problems. Some more experiments with HX were reported in Michalewicz et al. [25].
In recent studies [26,27], HX were applied on constrained as well as unconstrained optimization problems having various
levels of difficulty.
In this type of crossover from a pair of parents such as x(1) = (x(1)1 , x(1)2 , . . . , x(1)n ) and x(2) = (x(2)1 , x(2)2 , . . . , x(2)n ), an
offspring y = (y1, y2, . . . , yn) is generated in the following manner:
yi = u(x(2)i − x(1)i )+ x(2)i (7)
where u is a uniformly distributed randomnumber between the interval [0, 1] and the parent x(2) has fitness value notworse
than that of parent x(1). If the offspring so generated lie outside the feasible region, a new random number u is generated
to produce another offspring using Eq. (7). If required, this process is repeated up to k times. There are some interesting
features which make HX different from other crossover operators available in real coded GAs literature, that is:
(i) HX produces at most one offspring from a given pair of parents.
(ii) Unlike other real coded crossover operators, HX makes use of fitness function values of parents in producing offspring.
iii. Two-point crossover
Two-point crossover is a part of Discrete Crossover Operators (DCOs) which groups all the crossover operators proposed
for binary coding, which are directly applicable to real coding. With these crossovers, the value of each gene in the offspring
coincides with the value of this gene in one of the parents.
Two points of crossover are randomly selected i, j ∈ {1, 2, . . . , n − 1} within i < j. The parent, defined by them, is
exchanged for generating two offsprings as follows:
H1 = (c11 , c12 , . . . , c2i , c2i+1, . . . , c2j , c1j+1, . . . , c1n ) (8)
H2 = (c21 , c22 , . . . , c1i , c1i+1, . . . , c1j , c2j+1, . . . , c2n ). (9)
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Types of mutation:
i. Probabilistic mutation
In this type of mutation each gene can be changed into (10) or (11) with equal probability.
a∗j = aj + (uj − aj)× r ×
(
1− i
max gen
)
, (10)
a∗j = aj − (aj − lj)× r ×
(
1− i
max gen
)
, (11)
where max gen is the maximum number of generations, i is the number of current generation and lj, uj are maximum and
minimum value of the jth gene, respectively.
ii. Non-uniform mutation (NUM)
Michalewicz’s Non-Uniform Mutation is one of the widely used mutation operators in real coded GAs [23,28]. From a
point xt = (xt1, xt2, . . . , xtn) the mutated point xt+1 = (xt+11 , xt+12 , . . . , xt+1n ) is created as follows:
xt+1i =
{
xti +∆(t, xui − xti ) if r ≤ 0.5
xti −∆(t, xti − xli) otherwise,
(12)
where t is the number of current generation and r is a uniformly distributed random number between 0 and 1, xli and x
u
i
are lower and upper bounds of the ith component of the decision vector, respectively. The function∆(t, y) given in Eq. (13)
takes value in the interval [0, y].
∆(t, y) = y(1− u(1− tT ))b (13)
where u is a uniformly distributed randomnumber between the interval [0, 1], T is themaximumnumber of generations and
b is a parameter determining the strength of themutation operator. In the initial generationsNon-UniformMutation tends to
search the space uniformly and in the later generations it tends to search the space locally i.e. closer to its descendants [28].
iii.Makinen, periaux and toivanen mutation (MPTM)
This mutation operator was proposed in [29] in which they used it in a GA to solve some multi-disciplinary shape
optimization problems in aerodynamics and electromagnetics. In [26] it is used in a GA to solve a large set of constrained
optimization problem. Unlike Non-Uniform Mutation operator, the strength of MPT does not decrease as the generation
increases. The procedure of this mutation is described below:
Let r be a uniformly distributed random number such that r ∈ [0, 1]. then from a point x = (x1, x2, . . . , xn) the mutated
point xˆ = (xˆ1, xˆ2, . . . , xˆn) is given by Eq. (14).
xˆi = (1− tˆ)xli + tˆxui , (14)
where
tˆ =

t − t
(
t − r
t
)b
if r < t,
t if r = t,
t + (1− t)
(
r − t
1− t
)b
if r > t,
(15)
and
t = x− x
l
i
xui − x
. (16)
In Eq. (16) xli and x
u
i are lower and upper bounds of the ith decision variable, respectively.
Another parameter in genetic algorithm is a selection strategywhich is used for selecting chromosomes to construct next
generation. In this paper six methods are used for this purpose which are considered as six levels in Taguchi method and
are as follows:
• The first method selects chromosomes according to their fitness function. The fitness function is the mean of total
desirability, D¯j, of chromosome j. Then based on the maximum value of fitness function the best N chromosomes are
selected from old and new populations.
• The secondmethod uses the coefficient of variation concept. Namely the chromosomes are selected based on their higher
value of D¯j and lower value of Sj, and
D¯j
Sj
is defined as a single criterion. Hence, we choose the best N chromosomes with
the highest value of D¯jSj among old and new chromosomes.
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Fig. 1. Cooling schedule.
• The third and fourth methods have also usedmultiple comparison tests such as Tukey’ test and LSDmethod to group the
chromosomes that are not statistically different. Then roulette wheel selection technique is applied to choose a group
randomly and finally the best chromosome is chosen based on its fitness function value. This action is continued until
new generation will be constructed [1].
• The fifth method is the tournament selection which runs a ‘‘tournament’’ among a few chromosomes chosen at random
from the population and selects the winner (the one with the best fitness). Selection pressure can be easily adjusted by
changing the tournament size. If the tournament size is larger, weak chromosomes have a smaller chance to be selected.
• The sixthmethod chooses the chromosomes according to the roulette wheel selection which is based on the fact that the
fittest individuals have a greater chance of survival than weaker ones. The number of times the roulette wheel is spun is
equal to the size of the population.
The stopping criteria of the algorithm are defined as |fh − fl| ≤ ε OR σ (iter) ≤ σ (last)2 OR gen > max gen which originate
from Tsoulos’s paper [30]. The first criterion is based on the difference between the best and the worst chromosome in the
population. The second criterion considers the variance of the best discovered chromosome in each generationwhich should
be less than or equal to the half of the variance of the current best value in the first generation that it appeared to terminate
the algorithm. The third criterion observes the generation number which should not surpass the definedmaximum number
of generations (max gen). Since the proper choice of this parameter (i.e. max gen) affects the performance of the algorithm
it is tuned via Taguchi method.
4.2. Parallel simulated annealing
Simulated Annealing (SA) is known as one of the useful meta-heuristic optimization techniques. It starts from an initial
temperature andwill be continued until the final temperature is reached. However the performance of standard SA depends
on an initial state of starting point due to one-point search feature of SA. In this paper to overcome the dependency on the
initial state, we consider a set of initial points that each is used in simulated annealing process independently. The general
scheme of this algorithm is presented below:
Initializemaxiteration, cooling type, T0,Tf , N , neighborhood structure, number of replications;
Generate a set of initial solutions;
for k = 1 to set_size do
set kth member of the set as VC;
for i = 1 to Ndo
for j = 1 tomaxiteration do
Generate a neighbor from VC using a neighborhood structure and call it VN;
if fitness(VN)< fitness(VC)
replace VC with VN;
else if random(0, 1) < e
fitness(VC)−fitness(VN)
Ti
replace VC with VN;
end(if)
end (for)
decrease the temperature using a cooling pattern and set it as Ti;
end (for)
end (for)
display best solution;
As previously noted, the performance of SA depends heavily on the accurate choice of its parameters. One parameter of
this algorithm is cooling schedule that determines the number of steps or epochs the algorithm performs. The number of
epochs that are necessary to find reasonable good solutions are determined via Taguchi method. Besides, in this study we
consider four types of cooling schedules as four levels in Taguchi method which are shown in Fig. 1.
Based on Fig. 1 we can see the way of decreasing of temperature according to the number of epochs. Besides, we can
calculate the temperature in each epoch by the following formula:
(a) Ti = T0 − i (T0 − Tf )N (17)
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(b) Ti = (T0 − Tf )(N + 1)N(i+ 1) + T0 −
(T0 − Tf )(N + 1)
N
(18)
(c) Ti = 12 (T0 − Tf )
(
1− tanh
(
10i
N
− 5
))
+ Tf (19)
(d) Ti = T0 − i
ln(T0−Tf )
ln(N) (20)
where i is the number of a particular epoch, N is the total number of epochs, T0 is an initial temperature and Tf is the final
temperature.
Moreover at each temperature the search process needs to perform intensive search around current solution and
investigate possible neighbors in order to find the best solution. Thus, a proper choice of neighborhood structure which is
another parameter of algorithm is useful. In this paper we present three neighborhood structures as three levels in Taguchi
method as follows:
• In the first neighborhood structure, a neighbor solution is generated in theway of type onemutation operation in genetic
algorithm as we presented in Eqs. (21) and (22). But in these equations it and max it stand for the number of iteration
and maximum number of iterations in SA algorithm respectively.
a∗j = aj + (uj − aj)× r ×
(
1− it
max it
)
, (21)
a∗j = aj − (aj − lj)× r ×
(
1− it
max it
)
. (22)
• Second neighborhood structure is similar to the first structure. But in contrast with the first structure that is used for
changing only one random selected variable, it changes n − 1 random selected variable according to Eqs. (21) or (22),
where n is the number of variables. This generates a neighbor that is too different from current solution.
• In third neighborhood structure in order to explore larger search space in each iteration and thus to increase possibility of
finding a better solution, a neighboring population is generated at each search iteration rather than generating only one
neighbor. The neighboring population contains possible neighboring solutions of current solution. Since inmost response
surface problems we encounter real variables with certain domain, in order to generate a new neighbor we assign a new
random value to each variable. So if there were n variables, each neighbor could be generated by changing one or two or
even n− 1 variables of current solution. Among the neighboring population the best one is chosen in each iteration. So
the algorithm always moves toward improving the objective function.
The search process at each temperature is done in some iterations. The proper number of iterations is also determined
via Taguchi method.
4.3. Parallel tabu search algorithm
Parallel tabu search includes some independent searches that are performed on a set of initial solutions which are in the
form of one population and the appropriate population size is obtained through Taguchi method. The best solution of all
independent searches is considered to be the best solution of the parallel algorithm. Therefore the average performance of
the parallel search is better than the performance of a single search.
Generally tabu Search is an enhancement of the well-known hill-climbing heuristic which uses a memory function to
avoid being trapped at a local minimum. The purpose of the tabu list is to avoid the search process turning back to the
solutions visited in the previous step. The elements stored in the tabu list are the attributes of moves, rather than the
attributes of solutions. The main aim of using this is to save computer memory. Small length of tabu list is convenient for
intensifying search in the visited region and might find a better solution, whereas the long tabu list size is adapted for the
diversification of the search, which directs the search to explore the larger region [31]. Thus by Taguchi method we adjust
tabu length at a proper level. Furthermore, since the stopping criterion of this algorithm is maximum number of iterations,
it also should be tuned through Taguchi method.
5. Case study
Since the main purpose of this article is comparing the performance of GA with SA and TS meta-heuristic methods on
proposed case study in [1], we describe it here. This optimization problem includes a triple response process with three
independent variables according to the following sentences:
y1 = x51 + x41 + x32 + x63 + x1x2x3 + ε1,
y2 = x21 + x1x3 + x2x3 + x1x2x3 + ε2,
y3 = x31 + x32 + x43 + x1x22x43 + ε3.
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In the above equations ε1, ε2, and ε3 are error termswith the following distributions: ε1 ∼ N[0, 1], ε2 ∼ EXP(0.10), ε3 ∼
N[2, 4]. Also the range of the input variables are: 0 ≤ x1 ≤ 5, 0 ≤ x2 ≤ 3, 0 ≤ x3 ≤ 4. The objective of this problem is to
determine input variables such that we could obtain the outputs equal to:
T1 = E(y1) = 784, T2 = E(y2) = 19.1, T3 = E(y3) = 254.
These outputs are generated by substituting: x1 = 2, x2 = 1, and x3 = 3. So, one of the performance appraisal measures
for the comparison could be acquiring the final results of each algorithm as much nearer to the identified input variable as
possible. Therefore we could explore the performance of each algorithm through Eq. (4).
6. Taguchi experimental design
To achieve better robustness of the algorithm by not producing functional variance under external environment
influence, the ‘‘parameter design’’ developed by Dr. Taguchi in early 1960s can be applied to process design. Using this
method, controllable factors will be placed in inner orthogonal array, and noise factors will be placed in the outer orthogonal
array. Then, the measured values of quality characteristics obtained through the experiments will be transformed into
signal-to-noise ratio (S/N). After further analysis, the optimal parameter level combinations can be located. Taguchi defined
that the optimal operator combinations is to minimize variances of quality characteristics resulted from S/N ratio, which
explains the reason why parameter design is also called robust design. As well as S/N ratio which is utilized for minimizing
the variances, the mean of quality characteristics is also used for determining the adjustment factors which are utilized
to approach the quality characteristic to the objective point. Generally, parameter design procedures can be explained as
follows:
(i) We evaluate the influences of controllable factors, over the S/N ratio and mean of response. In fact we perform the
appropriate experimental design over S/N ratio and mean of the considered characteristic.
(ii) For each factor which has significant impact on the S/N ratio, the level which increases the S/N ratio will be selected.
(iii) Each factor which does not have any significant impact on S/N ratio, and has significant impact on mean of responses
(y), is considered as adjustment factor, and the level which its mean of y is closer to objective point, will be selected.
(iv) Factors which have significant impact neither on S/N ratio nor on mean of y, is regarded as economical factors, and
levels that decrease cost of production will be selected.
Additionally, quality characteristic of this research is expected performance,which prefers ‘‘the lower is better’’ principle.
Thus S/N ratio has the characteristic of ‘‘the greater the better’’. Proper formula is listed below:
S/N ratio: ηj = −10 log
(
1
N
N∑
i=1
y2i
)
[db].
Former formula is derived from the loss function with the lower is better principle, which is mentioned below:
L(y) = k.y2.
In the following subsections, first, the pattern of generation of test data and the appropriate Taguchi scheme for each
algorithm are presented. Then Taguchi experimental design is performed. Finally ANOVA is applied to determine the
effective parameters which have significant impact on the robustness of parameters (algorithm).
6.1. Generation of test data and selection of Taguchi scheme
An experiment was conducted to test the performance of each algorithm. Asmentioned in previous sections, parameters
which are required for each algorithm are as follows:
Parameters of GA are: population size, crossover rate, the number of replications for simulation process,maximum number of
generation,mutation type, crossover type and Selection strategy.
Parameters of SA are: the Pattern of the cooling schedule, neighborhood type,maximumnumber of iterations, the total number
of epochs and the number of replications for simulation process.
Parameters of TS are: population size, the number of replications for simulation process, the number of iterations and the
length of the tabu list.
Each of these factors can have some levels. Table 1 shows the levels of GA factors, Table 2 shows the levels of SA factors
and the levels of TS factors are presented in Table 3. The meta-heuristic algorithms were implemented in MATLAB 7.1, and
run on a PC with an INTEL, 3.0 GHz processor with 2.00 GB of RAM.
The full factorial design requires 36×61 = 4374 experiments for GA, 41×32×22 = 144 experiments for SA and 34 = 81
experiments for TS. But considering cost and time, this kind of experimental design is not economical. On the other hand,
with considering statistical theories, it does not require to experiment all combinations of factors. For this reason, we used
fractional replicated designs. To select appropriate orthogonal array, the number of degrees of freedom should be calculated.
Degrees of freedom in GA is calculated as: 1 + (2 × 6) + 5 = 18. Namely a degree of freedom for the total mean, two
degrees of freedom for each of the first six factors that sum of them are equal to (2× 6) = 12, and five degrees of freedom
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Table 1
Factor level in GA.
Factors Index of levels Levels
Crossover rate 1 0.7
2 0.75
3 0.82
Pop size 1 5
2 10
3 20
Replication 1 40
2 50
3 65
Generation 1 10
2 15
3 20
Mutation type 1 Probabilistic
2 NUM
3 MPTM
Crossover type 1 HX
2 Arithmetic
3 Two point
Selection 1 1
2 2
3 Tukey
4 LSD
5 Tournament
6 Roulette wheel
Table 2
Factor levels in SA.
Factors Index of levels Levels
Cooling schedule type 1 1
2 2
3 3
4 4
Neighborhood 1 1
2 2
3 3
Iteration 1 10
2 15
Total number of epochs 1 2
2 3
3 6
Replication 1 10
2 25
Table 3
Factor levels in TS.
Factors Index of levels Levels
Pop size 1 5
2 10
3 15
Replication 1 25
2 35
3 40
Iteration 1 10
2 15
3 35
Tabu length 1 2
2 3
3 6
for selection strategy which has six levels. Therefore, the appropriate array must contain at least eighteen rows. The proper
orthogonal array is L18(36 × 61), that is shown in Table 4.
Sum of the required degrees of freedom in SA equals: 3+ (2×2)+ (1×2)+6 = 16.That is three degrees of freedom for
cooling schedule which has four levels, two degrees of freedom for neighborhood structure that has three levels, one degree
of freedom for iteration with two levels, and six degree of freedom for error. Thus, the appropriate array at least must have
sixteen rows. The proper orthogonal array is L16(41 × 32 × 22), that is shown in Table 5.
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Table 4
The orthogonal array L18(36 × 61).
Trial Crossover rate Pop size Replication Generation Mutation type Crossover type Selection
1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
2 1 1 2 2 3 3 2
3 1 2 1 3 3 2 3
4 1 2 3 1 2 3 4
5 1 3 2 3 2 1 5
6 1 3 3 2 1 2 6
7 2 1 1 3 2 3 6
8 2 1 3 1 3 2 5
9 2 2 2 2 2 2 1
10 2 2 3 3 1 1 2
11 2 3 1 2 3 1 4
12 2 3 2 1 1 3 3
13 3 1 2 3 1 2 4
14 3 1 3 2 2 1 3
15 3 2 1 2 1 3 5
16 3 2 2 1 3 1 5
17 3 3 1 1 2 2 2
18 3 3 3 3 3 3 1
Table 5
The orthogonal array L16(41 × 32 × 22).
Trial Cool-sch-type Neighborhood Iteration Epochs number Replication
1 1 1 1 1 1
2 1 2 2 2 2
3 1 3 1 3 1
4 1 3 2 3 2
5 2 1 2 3 2
6 2 2 1 3 1
7 2 3 2 1 2
8 2 3 1 2 1
9 3 1 1 3 2
10 3 2 2 3 1
11 3 3 1 2 2
12 3 3 2 1 1
13 4 1 2 2 1
14 4 2 1 1 2
15 4 3 2 3 1
16 4 3 1 3 2
Table 6
The orthogonal array L9(34).
Trial Pop size Replication Iteration Tabu length
1 1 1 1 1
2 1 2 3 2
3 1 3 2 3
4 2 1 3 3
5 2 2 2 1
6 2 3 1 2
7 3 1 2 2
8 3 2 1 3
9 3 3 3 1
Number of degrees of freedom in TS is (2× 4) = 8. That is two degrees of freedom for each factor that has three levels.
Hence, the appropriate array at least must have nine rows. The proper orthogonal array is L9(34), which is shown in Table 6.
In Tables 4–6 control factors are assigned to the columns of the orthogonal array and the corresponding integers in these
columns indicate the actual levels of these factors. Note that in the foregoing scheme only main effects were estimated.
6.2. Experimental results
As we mentioned in the previous sections, genetic algorithm, simulated annealing and tabu search were experimented
based on the orthogonal array distribution methods. So, in GA eighteen different level combinations of control factors were
considered. Similarly, in SA, sixteen different levels and in TS nine different levels were considered and for each trial, 10
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Table 7
The S/N ratios for expected performances in GA.
Trial Crossover rate Pop size Replication Generation Mutation type Crossover type Selection S/N ratios
1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 −10.5736
2 1 1 2 2 3 3 2 −12.0456
3 1 2 1 3 3 2 3 −12.2529
4 1 2 3 1 2 3 4 −7.7593
5 1 3 2 3 2 1 5 −4.1405
6 1 3 3 2 1 2 6 −4.0992
7 2 1 1 3 2 3 6 −11.6272
8 2 1 3 1 3 2 5 −15.8033
9 2 2 2 2 2 2 1 −5.5868
10 2 2 3 3 1 1 2 −8.2548
11 2 3 1 2 3 1 4 −2.6319
12 2 3 2 1 1 3 3 −10.5171
13 3 1 2 3 1 2 4 −4.5604
14 3 1 3 2 2 1 3 −15.1090
15 3 2 1 2 1 3 5 −7.9798
16 3 2 2 1 3 1 5 −12.2571
17 3 3 1 1 2 2 2 −7.6482
18 3 3 3 3 3 3 1 −9.5411
Table 8
The S/N ratios for expected performances in SA.
Trial Cool-sch-type Neighborhood Iteration Epochs number Replication S/N ratios
1 1 1 1 1 1 4.7536
2 1 2 2 2 2 2.6139
3 1 3 1 3 1 34.8799
4 1 3 2 3 2 39.3809
5 2 1 2 3 2 5.5521
6 2 2 1 3 1 7.3543
7 2 3 2 1 2 27.1026
8 2 3 1 2 1 25.0334
9 3 1 1 3 2 6.0796
10 3 2 2 3 1 5.7559
11 3 3 1 2 2 23.6491
12 3 3 2 1 1 19.1256
13 4 1 2 2 1 −0.7762
14 4 2 1 1 2 −1.8409
15 4 3 2 3 1 42.0296
16 4 3 1 3 2 29.9642
Table 9
The S/N ratios for expected performances in TS.
Trial Pop size Replication Iteration Tabu length S/N ratios
1 1 1 1 1 0.9641
2 1 2 3 2 19.1365
3 1 3 2 3 2.6496
4 2 1 3 3 12.7502
5 2 2 2 1 −1.2965
6 2 3 1 2 8.9163
7 3 1 2 2 −1.4760
8 3 2 1 3 −1.6235
9 3 3 3 1 16.5359
replications were performed. Afterwards, the obtained data are transformed into S/N values. At each level the S/N ratios
obtained from 10 replications are averaged and their results are summarized in Tables 7–9. Then its value is plotted against
each control factor in Figs. 2–4. As indicated in Figs. 2–4, better robustness of the algorithms is achievedwhen the parameters
are set as follows:
The appropriate level for each parameter of GA is Cross rate: 0.7; pop size: 20; replication: 50; generation: 15; mutation:
1; crossover: 2; selection: 4.
The proper level for each parameter of SA is pattern: 1; neighborhood: 3; epoch: 6; iteration: 15; replication: 10.
Finally the appropriate level for each parameter of TS is pop size: 5; replication: 40; iteration: 35; tabu: 3.
The analysis of variance (ANOVA), which is given in Tables 10, 12 and 14 is carried out for statistical significance test of
factors. Since there is not an error term, F-statistics cannot be calculated. Hence ANOVA is carried out again after pooling of
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Table 10
ANOVA for S/N ratio within GA.
Factor df SS MS F
Crossover rate 2 3.2390 1.6195 **
Pop size 2 80.7625 40.3812 **
Replication 2 11.4270 5.7135 **
Generation 2 27.8925 13.9462 **
Mutation type 2 29.9333 14.9666 **
Crossover type 2 7.8852 3.9426 **
Selection 5 89.3049 17.8609 **
Error 0 0.0000 0.0000
Total 17 250.4444
Table 11
ANOVA for S/N ratio within GA.
Factor df SS MS F Percent X Cumulative
Selection 5 89.3049 17.8609 11.0286 32.4253 32.4253
Pop size 2 80.7625 40.3812 24.9343 30.9543 63.3796
Mutation type 2 29.9333 14.9666 9.2415 10.6587 74.0383
Generation 2 27.8925 13.9462 8.6114 9.8439 83.8822
Replication 2 11.4270 5.7135 3.5279 3.2693 87.1515
Crossover type 2 7.8852 3.9426 2.4344 1.8552 89.0067
Error 2 3.2390 1.6195 10.9933 100.00
Total 17 250.4444
Table 12
ANOVA for S/N ratio within SA.
Factor df SS MS F
Cool-sch-type 3 119.3418 39.7806 65.4286
Neighborhood 2 2826.2630 1413.1315 2324.2294
Epochs number 2 343.8250 171.9125 282.7508
Iteration 1 32.9815 32.9815 54.2459
Replication 1 27.5385 27.5385 45.2936
Error 6 3.6480 0.6080
Total 15 3353.5978
Table 13
ANOVA for S/N ratio within SA.
Factor df SS MS F Percent X Cumulative
Neighborhood 2 2826.2630 1413.1315 176.1789 83.7971 83.7971
Epochs number 2 343.8250 171.9125 21.4328 9.7741 93.5712
Cool-sch-type 3 119.3418 39.7806 4.9595 2.8411 96.4123
Error 8 64.1680 8.0210 3.5877 100.00
Total 15 3353.5978
Table 14
ANOVA for S/N ratio within TS.
Factor df SS MS F
Pop size 2 15.6101 7.8051 **
Replication 2 45.4164 22.7082 **
Iteration 2 448.9106 224.4553 **
Tabu length 2 30.8165 15.4082 **
Error 0 0.0000 0.0000
Total 8 540.7536
factors such as cross rate, pop size and crossover in GA and pop size and tabu in TS. The results which are given in Tables 11,
13 and 15 indicate that in the GA some factors such as pop size, selection, mutation and generation have significant impact
on the robustness of the algorithm. Similarly in SA neighborhood, number of epochs and the pattern of the cooling schedule
and in TS parameters such as iteration and replication have significant effect on the robustness of the algorithm.
The results shown in Table 16 are obtained by rerunning three algorithms with regarding to the optimum level of each
parameter.
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Table 15
ANOVA for S/N ratio within TS.
Factor df SS MS F Percent X Cumulative
Iteration 2 448.9106 224.4553 28.7575 80.1290 80.1290
Replication 2 45.4164 22.7082 2.9094 5.5119 85.6409
Tabu length 2 30.8165 15.4082 1.9741 2.8121 88.453
Error 2 15.6101 7.8051 11.547 100.00
Total 8 540.7536
Fig. 2. The average S/N ratio plot at each level for objective function values in GA.
Fig. 3. The average S/N ratio plot at each level for objective function values in SA.
Fig. 4. The average S/N ratio plot at each level for objective function values in TS.
Table 16
Performances in the comprehensive case.
Factor GA SA TS
Mean 1.5244 0.0080 0.1139
Std. 0.9824 0.0082 0.0935
7. Conclusions
In this paper, we investigated those statistical multi-response optimization problems which apply the desirability
functions and simulation technique respectively for modeling and creating necessary data. An instance problem was coded
inMATLAB7.1 software using SA and TSmeta-heuristicmethods and their resultswere compared against GA results. In order
to investigate the performance of these three meta-heuristic algorithms we applied Taguchi parameter design method for
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tuning the parameters of each algorithm. In the GA, 18 experiments were performed instead of 4374 experiments which
should have been done in the full factorial design and we found that among 7 considered factors, population size, selection
strategy, mutation type and the number of generation had more influence in the performance of this algorithm. Similarly
for SA we did only 16 experiments and we found that among 5 considered factors the number of epochs, the type of cooling
schedule and the neighborhood type had more effect in its performance. Also for TS, 9 experiments were performed and
their results showed that among 4 considered factors, 2 factors such as the number of replication in simulation process and
maximum number of iterations affected the algorithm performance considerably. Based on the results it was clear that the
performance of SA algorithm was better than TS and much better than GA algorithm.
In future studies we can use other ways for creating data instead of simulation method. For example, we can consider
some problems in real world such as improving the quality in industries. Also, it could be possible to use neural
networks instead of simulation techniques for generating necessary data. Moreover, we can use CPU time as another
performancemeasure for algorithms and applymultiple criteria decisionmakingmethods for the comparison of algorithms.
However using other meta-heuristic methodsmay provide appropriate solutions. Furthermore we can use response surface
methodology for tuning the parameters of these algorithms.
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